PROJECT GOALS
Our goal was to develop a proposal on ways to catalogue artist identity. We wanted to be as respectful of artists and their identities as possible. This meant we had to very carefully consider the language used, where the language was used, and how the language was displayed.

CURRENTLY
Faith Ringgold

(October 8, 1930 - )
American painter, sculptor, born ca. 1930.
Note: Faith Ringgold is an African-American artist born in New York City. She was educated at the City College of New York. She uses a technique of painting she calls "black-light painting," which favors intensity over value to achieve contrast between light and dark.

Many artists are lacking demographic information in the college’s catalogue, TriArte. Faith Ringgold, a Black female artist, is called an "African American artist" on her biography page. The page uses she/her pronouns but does not explicitly call her a female artist.

EXPLORE

Cataloging data on Kara Walker, another Black female artist, from the Tate Museum. We conducted research about how other institutions catalogue.

QUESTIONS
How much attention do we want to draw to an artist's identity versus their work? What are the best terms to use when describing different artists? How much information about the artist should be public-facing?

RESEARCH COMPARISONS
Both systems do not explicitly call the artists women. The Tate, as a British museum, uses Black instead of African American. The Tate places Walker's work in Black history related art. Despite Ringgold also being a part of similar movements, this information is not included in TriArte. We used the research from other institutions when developing our proposal.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Working together with another intern Graziella, and Eliana, who was on a related project, we created a proposal for new cataloging guidelines. These guidelines include:

- How to research artist identity
- Guidelines on determining terminology for future use
- What artist information should be public facing